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ABSTRACT
Charles Baudelaire was a nineteenth century French
poet who was misunderstood and misjudged by the majority of
his contemporary readers and critics* . His major work, Les
Fleurs du Mai, was severely criticized and was condemned by
government censors as being offensive to public morality*
Today, however, his work is considered a literary master piece, and modern critics accept the fact that Baudelaire
expressed essentially moral ideas in it*
It was the purpose of this thesis to examine the ex
ternal morality or moral climate of the society of Baude
laire 9s time and the internal morality or moral ideas found
in the poems in Les Fleurs du Mai in order to bring into
focus some differences between them*

Various aspects of the

reigns of Louis Philippe and Napoleon III were discussed in
terms of their effect on the moral climate*

Six poems from

Les Fleurs du Mai— Au Lectgur, Spleen* L 9Heautontimoroumenos„
L 91rremediable* Le Creouscule du Soir and Un Voyage a Cythere— were then analyzed in terms of the ideas of good and
evil which they present*
This examination showed that Baudelaire9s poetry is
essentially moral and that the causes for its being called
immoral by his contemporaries were due to his use of shock
ing images of evil, his idea that ennui is the worst of all
v

sinsg and his insistence on the idea that man is naturally

CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION
"One of the dominant features of the nineteenth
century was a profoundly disturbed intellectual life0"^
This was particularly true of the first half of the century
which was an age of mal du siecle. of uneasiness, of unrest,
of change, of growing industrialization, and it is natural
that the literature of the time.expressed or reflected in
some way this troubled age0

One nineteenth century poet,

Charles Baudelaire, whose short life spans approximately the
reign of Louis Philippe (1830-1848) and the Second Empire of
Napoleon III (1852-1870), is considered today by the major
ity of literary critics as a truly great poet, mainly be
cause of the way in which he was able to penetrate in his
works, not only the essence of his times, but also the es
sence of man and life in general0. He was misunderstood and
misjudged, for the most part, by his own contemporaries, and
it is only recently that his works are being examined and
re-evaluated by critics in order to place him in the key
2
position in the history of French poetry that he deserves0

^Cesar GraSa,
1964), p e 159o

Bohemian Versus Bourgeois (New York,

2
■
Henri Peyre, Martin Turnell, Margaret Gilman,
Marcel Ruff, to cite a few0

Certainly Baudelaire 1s not the first nor the last
writer to be misjudged by his own contemporary critics*

But

his case is an extreme example of the extent to which the
lack of perception of critics can go*

Indeed, Henri Peyre

suggests that the ,e„****obtuseness of criticism toward Baude
laire *o* reached such a climax of blindness and levity that
the whole subsequent development of French criticism was
permanently affected by it0M^
Baudelaire9s works —
love, spleen* ideal —

There are many aspects to

beauty, evil, artificiality, sensual
but perhaps the one aspect least un

derstood by his society was his attitude toward good and
evil$ i0e0, his moral values*

Throughout Les Fleurs du Mai*

his major work, Baudelaire constantly uses images which sug
gest evil —

Satan, a decaying carcass, a vampire, an execu

tioner, etc*

Headers who judged his work immoral because of

these images were, in general, unable to penetrate the real
significance of his poetry*

Baudelaire emphasized images of

evil to "epater les bourgeois" and even insisted that Les
Fleurs du Mai was written to inspire only a "horreur du mal”
and that from his work, judged in its entirety,' comes "une
terrible moralite*"^

He realized himself that he might not

be understood because of these images and wrote in a letter

^Henri Peyre, Writers and Their Critics (Ithaca,
New York, 1944), p* 101*
4

Marcel Ruff,
(Paris, 1955), p* 93o

Baudelaire* L 8Homme et 1°oeuvre

1

3
in 1864: ”Je porterai longtemps la peine d®avoir ose peindre
£‘
le mal aveo quelque talento'
The Problem
What was Baudelaire®s attitude toward good and evil
as expressed in his poetry?

Is there an internal morality

in the poems themselves which would answer this question?
Many critics have dwelt on this problem, to be sure, but
usually, they have tried to examine this internal morality
in terms of Baudelaire, the man, the dandy, the outcast of
society, eto0

They have tried to show how Baudelaire® s life

can be seen in his poetry, and thus, the morality or immor
ality of Les Fleurs du Mal depends not only on what Baude
laire has expressed in the poetry, but also on elements in
his life0

It will be the purpose of this thesis to examine

a number of the poems in Les Fleurs du Mal which express
Baudelaire®s ideas of good and evil.

And instead of compar

ing the moral values found in the poems to Baudelaire, the
man, as most critics have done, this thesis will attempt to
compare them to the morality of the times in which Baudelaire
lived.

In this way, it will be possible to determine if the

differences which existed between the external morality of
the society and the internal morality of the poems were the

if
Charles Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal (edition
critique de Crepet et Blin)
(Paris, 19427, p, 269e

cause, to some extent, of the misunderstanding of Baudelaire
by his contemporarieso
The first part of this thesis will deal with the t w o .
political periods during which Baudelaire wrote —
reigns of Louis Philippe and Napoleon III0

ioe0, the

These two periods

will be examined as to their moral climate, and an analysis
of the publication of Les Fleurs du Hal in 1857, the subse
quent trial of Baudelaire and some critical reactions to the
work will be presented next0

This first part will thus be

an attempt to analyze the external morality or moral values
of the contemporary society of Baudelaire0
The second and major part of this thesis will consist
of ah analysis of six- poems from Les Fleurs du Mal0

These

poems have been selected carefully on the basis of the moral
viewpoint which they express and on the basis of their liter
ary worth (as determined by a consensus of some modern liter
ary critics)o

They will be analyzed as to the poetic expres

sion, the imagery, the metaphors, etc0, which aided the poet
in expressing his ideas of good and evil0

In this way, we

will attempt to examine the internal morality of the poetry
Itself, without relating it to any other aspect of Baudelaire0
The conclusion will try to bring into focus the
essential differences between the external morality of the
times during which Baudelaire lived and wrote and the inter
nal morality expressed in:the poetry itself*

CHAPTER IT
THE EXTERNAL MORALITY'
The Reign of Louis Philippe
Nineteenth century France saw many changes, not only
in government, politics, art, literature and science, but
1
also in the structure of society itself0
The fact that
the reign of Louis Philippe began and ended with a revolu
tion is indicative of the great changes that were evolving
in all facets of French life0

As Cesar Grana in Bohemian

Versus Bourgeois so aptly summarizes this periods
0ooooroughly the reign of Louis Philippe of Orleans
offered the clearest example of the arrival and es
tablishment of certain social facts, <,00: the dis
appearance of the traditional forms of literary
sponsorship, the final emergence of the middle class
as the dominant class, not only economically, but
politically and ideologically, and the advent of
industrialization, technology, popular government,
social utilitarianism, the concentration of cultural
life in the cities, and intellectual unemployment,
Certainly these are all important social facts, but it is
not our purpose here to analyze them except in the way that
they affected the moral climate of the period.
The change in the structure of society is one of the
.most Important factors contributing to the moral climate of
Louis Philippe^ s reign.

For with his crowning as the wroi

"^"Jacques Robichez,
1962), pp, 5-9*
2
Grana,

XIX® siecle francais (Paris,

Bohemian Versus Bourgeois, p, xlii.
5

■' 6
des Prangals" (not "rol de France6’)9 the "bourgeoisie "became
even stronger as the dominant class in society0

The morality

of the reign of Louis Philippe (and also of the Second Em
pire) was determined, to a large degree9 by this segment of
societyo
The bourgeois; howeverj were not very moral9 for in
this age of the birth of industrialization in Frances they
were Interested mainly in their own financial aggrandizement
and were impervious to the misery of the working class0
ooooas Victor Hugo was to put it, the bourgeoisie, once
arrived in power, had pulled up the ladder to prevent the
people0s following them0”^

There was a shift in moral cli

mate brought on mainly by the materialistic emphasis in
society —

“Opportunism, political deals, outright swindles,

legitimate business, and industrial pioneering were all part
4
of the economics of this perlodo"
It is possible to under
stand, then, that the bourgeoisie, as the ruling class, was
not a good example for the people as a whole, for it was not
notably moral itself in many I n s t a n c e s H o w e v e r , Grana
points out that the bourgeoisie, in spite of. its weaknesses
as a class, did have moral values, values broad enough that

•^Do W 0 Brogan,
(London, 195?)9 Po 880
^GraKa,
^Brogan,

The French Nation 1814-1940

Bohemian Versus Bourgeois„
The French Nation,, pi 880

p„ l6o

7
they could he shared or adopted by most members of societyo
He states: "The bourgeoisie may exploit their fellow citi
zens s but they had nothing against the masses sharing in
bourgeois ambitions, because these ambitions were, psycho
logically, intellectually, and morally transferable to
everyoneo

The bourgeoise was the first ruling class, in

&
history whose values could be acquired by all classes,»0o,f
These two aspects then, of the reign of Louis Philippe —
the rise of the bourgeoisie as the ruling class and the
change in the economics of the period brought on by indus
trialization —

were major factors contributing to the

changing moral climate of this age.
Science and the faith in the power of scientific
thinking constitute another aspect of French society which
can aid in understanding the moral climate of the period.
Scientists and philosophers began to regard man objectively.
Their views represented

the nineteenth century8s car

dinal disavowal of the existence of evil in human nature,,,
man was being explained away as a purely physical and na7
tural organism,"
People in society accepted this viewpoint
and believed themselves to be naturally good.

They were not

concerned, therefore, to any important degree with morality
or moral valuesi

^Grana,

In this way, then, science or scientific

Bohemian Versus Bourgeois«

p, 107,

^Joseph D, Bennett, Baudelaire, A Criticism
(Princeton, N,J,, 1944), p, 164,

thinking was another factor which influenced the changing
morality in the society of Louis Philippe®s reign*

This

view of human nature 9 coupled with the previously mentioned
changes in the structure of society and in the economic life
of the times can help to elucidate the moral climate of the
reign of Louis Philippe even more*
Another aspect of French life which had an important
bearing on the moral climate of this period was the govern
ment itselfo

In the beginning of the reign of Louis Philippe

as a constitutional monarchs almost all classes of society
.seemed pleased with the king, who tried to show himself to
be a man of the people and who tried to institute some need
ed reforms0

However, as the years went by after 1830, there

was a growing disenchantment, and socialism began to gain
strength because of the great misery of the working class*
Many Frenchmen were led to envisage a golden age, a utopia
toward which society would evolve*

e,N eayant pour fonds

communs que leur conflance absolue dans la liberte, dans la
nature, dans 1 °instinct populaire, et dans la bonte de Lieu,
vo11a tous les Frangais emportes* ***vers les esperances
8
fabuleuses d°un Age d®or8H
This, then, affected the moral
climate since for these people, there was the unrealizable
hope of a supreme good, a golden age in which their misery
would be relieved*

®Fortunat Strowski, Tableau de la lltterature frangaise au XIXe siecle (Paris, 1912), P<> 325<>

9
In literature, the romantic movement was beginning
its decline during this political period*

The literature

was not really a reflection of the moral climate, as were
the previous aspects discussed; it was rather a reaction
against it*

The romantic writer of this period felt him

self estranged from the society in which he lived, especi
ally since that society was being led by a social class
engulfed in material activity and unconcerned with the im
portance of the individual*

"Romantic literature glorified

strong passions, unique emotions, and special deeds*
despised normalcy, foresight, concern

It

with customary af

fairs, and attention to feasible goals == everything of
9
which the middle class was a daily example*M It was not
only the writers who rebelled against the "bourgeois moral
ity," but also the artists. Intellectuals, and students *
All these groups indicated their contempt for their own
society through the conduct of their lives —

they became

dandvs* bohemians, or they joined clubs such as the Bousin10
gots, the Badouillards, the Suicide Club, etc*
They also
showed their contempt through their adherence to a new doc
trine in literature and art, i*e*, I 8art .•pour I 9art*

This

doctrine began to gain wide acceptance.among artists and
authors*

It advocated the exclusion of morality in art and

^GraHa,

Bohemian Versus Bourgeois,

p* 68*

■^Grana,

Bohemian Versus Bourgeois*

Chapter VII*

10

'

literatures, and its popularity was another indication of the
extent to which the intellectual society went in opposing
the bourgeoisie and the "bourgeois morality0M
We have seen that the rise of the bourgeoisie
created new moral values for the society as a wholee

The

early stages of industrialization brought an increased em
phasis on material values and wealth0

The ruling bourgeoisie

increased the decadence of this age by their lack of concern
for the misery of the working class people0

Science and es

pecially the faith in the power of science on the part of
the people brought a new conception of human nature9 ioCo 9
that it is not evil in itself«

This aided in creating a new

outlook on the part of the people and increased the lack of
concern of the rich for their fellow man;

Finally9 as we

have discussed brieflyg the monarchy under Louis Philippe
brought few of the improvements in government and society
for which the people were hoplngo

Instead it engendered a

feeling of discontent and disenchantment and caused the work
ing class to dream of a golden age 5 it was a dream quite in
consistent with the reality of their misery and a dream which
could hardly be realized*

These are some of the more impor

tant factors of the French society which shaped the moral
climates such as it was9 during the reign of Louis Philippe0
The revolution of 1848 shook French society; it was
a real confrontation between the bourgeoisie and the working

classo

Neither class won a final victory as a result of

the revolutlons and thus9 the Second Republic (1848-18$!)
was in reality a period of confusion and instability0

"The

conservative classes0 0 0 0 0 craved for authorities that would
maintain material order and moral order as one of its con
ditions 0

The Church and a strong governments
12
cry of the frightened bourgeoisie0"

Such was the

The Second Empire of Napoleon III
Louis Napoleon, President of the Second Republic,
was confirmed as emperor after the coup d 8etat of I85I0
The moral climate of his regime differed only slightly from
that of the Orleans monarchy because the bourgeois still
managed to maintain their role as leaders of the society0
The Second Empire saw some decline in moral values? it was
13
an age ,e00»0characterized by pessimism and materialism,;
One main difference between this period and the reign of
Louis Philippe existed, however, since Napoleon III tried
to legislate or to judge morality by censoring the press and
literature»

"Tendant a s eappuyer sur les classes possedantes

et sur l®Eglise, Napoleon tient le pays sous la surveillance
d 9une police tracassiereo"*^
i1
A
Robichez, XIX sieole francals<, pp0 122-6 0
12
Albert Guerard, French Civilization in the Nine
teenth Century (New York, 1918), p 0 143o

,

^Guerard,
^Robichez,

French Civilization.

p 0 l43o

XIXe siecle francais. p 0 133o

12
Censorship, on the whole, was not able to restrict
freedom of thought, and much good literature and journalism
were produced during this political period in spite of it0
There had been censorship of the press and of literature
throughout the early years of the nineteenth century, but it
was lax at times and did not interfere with intellectual
life to any great extent0

Censorship became strict, however,

and even prudish during the Second Empire»

The prosecutions

and condemnations of such works as Madame Bovary and Les
Fleurs du Mai, both recognized today as literary master
pieces, exemplify the purposelessness and-meaninglessness of
this censorshipo
The general atmosphere of the Second Empire does
present some contradictory faces0

While, on the one hand,

there is much written about the pessimism of the period —
brought on by the continued misery of the working class and
the opposition of intellectual society to the moral values
of the bourgeoisie —

there is, on the other hand, much dis

cussion about the frivolity of the period6
et 1 0universelle joie de vivre0

18„„o1 gamusement

Quelque chose de tout a

fait caracteristique de cette epoque, c*est I ’espirit
6bo.ulevardier0 6

This apparent contradiction can be

understood if we realize that the, material intensity of this

"^Strowski,
Po 331;

Tableau de la litterature francaise.

13
society created new wealth for the middle class9 and it is to
this class that the adjectivesg frivolous and light-hearted
were applied«
etCo —

There was even a literature —

plays9 novels9

being written expressly for the bourgeoisie0

It was

a literature which reflected this society and its emphasis
on the enjoyment of life*

”Le fond de galte et de nouveaute

de ces ouvrages se resume dans les mots d°irreverance et de
parodie00o«>
The external morality of the reign of Louis Philippe
and the Second Empire of Napoleon III is, then, very complex;
it was affected by many aspects of the society during those
political periodso

During the reign of Louis Philippe, the

moral values of the bourgeoisie were widely accepted, yet
not widely put into practice0

There was a decline in moral

ity which was intensified by the stress on materialism and
economics0

Also, as we have seen, the moral climate was

affected by new scientific and philosophic ideas about the
nature of man and by the revolt of the intellectual society
against the bourgeoisie»

All of these aspects, in varying
{
degrees, influenced the external morality of the reign of

Louis Philippeo
During the Second Republic and the Second Empire,
all of these elements continued to play important roles in
16
Strowski,
Po 33^o

Tableau de la litterature francalse.

14
determining the general atmosphere of the times and the
attitudes of the members of society toward good and evil*
The bourgeoisie, materialism, intellectual rebellion, some
new scientific or philosophical principles (e»g0, positivism),
all continued to affect.the moral climate of this periods In
addition, there was another aspect which did not figure pro
minently in the moral climate of the reign of Louis Philippe,
but which came to have a great deal of importance during the
Second Empire —

that was censorship0

The government of the

Second Empire, in trying to legislate morality by censoring
the press and literature, influenced the moral climate| it
called attention to morality and moral values by its trials
and condemnations of various works: and indicated by its
17
actions that all literature ought to be morale
This, then,
is a brief analysis of the external morality or the moral
climate of the two political periods which are of concern in
this thesis, the periods during which Baudelaire lived and
wroteo
The Publication of Les Fleurs du Mai
Before turning to Baudelaire9s poetry in order to
analyze the internal morality, we will examine the publica
tion of Les Fleurs du Mai;

This can aid in understanding

even more about the external morality of these periods0
17
Alain Bosquet, "Baudelaire Reconsidered," The
Nation. June ?, 1958, Vol« 186, p e 517*

15
Such an examinations, which will include a discussion of the
work9s publication, the trial of Baudelaire on moral grounds,
and the reactions of some representative literary critics of
the times, to the work, is important for two reasons6

In the

first place, it will provide a concrete example of the work
ings of censorship during the Second Empire and in that way
will provide a better appreciation of the moral climate of
this periods

Secondly, such an analysis will enable a bet

ter understanding of Les Fleurs du Mai itself by providing
some information about various influences on Baudelaire and
on the work around this times

\

The publication of Les Fleurs du Mai in 1857 was the
climax of approximately 12 years of work and planning on the
part of Baudelaire0

He had written the majority of the poems

which were to figure in the first edition by 1845, and the
announcement of a volume of his poetry to be entitled Les
18
Lesbiennes appeared as early as 18460
But Baudelaire was.
slow and methodical when it came to his poetry, and he la
bored for a long time over the poems he had written before
he would consider allowing them to be published,.

Many of

his poems appeared first in reviews or in journals of the
time before they were grouped into Les Fleurs du Mai in
1857o

"In the Echo des Marchands de Yin there appeared in

Martin Turnell,

Baudelaire

(London, 1953), Po 49o

16
November 1848, an announcement- of the forthcoming publication
of a group of Baudelaireffs poems under the title Les
19
Limbes„M
Some of the poems from this group were publish
ed in Le Messager de I sAssembles in 1851e

Another group

of twelve poems appeared in the Revue des Deux Mondes in
1855 o
The publication of Les Fleurs du Mai finally took
place in June of 1857o

The title which Baudelaire selected

for his volume of poetry had won out over the other titles
previously announced —

Les Lesbiennes and Les Limbes!

The

■

title Les Fleurs du Mai was suggested to Baudelaire by Hippolyte BaboUo

"L *image des 8fleurs 9 8 " says Marcel Ruff9

5,est sans doute de Baudelaire qui s8en etait servi des sa
jeunesse, mais I 8idee de genie a ete defies associer au mal
20
dans une formule aussi heureuse0H
Many critics feel that
the title was hastily chosen and that, in reality, it does
not fit the work as a whole!

69s!ooits chief value,99 accord

ing to Enid Starkie, "was that it was bound to startle and
to arouse interest00 00oHe [Baudelaire] probably did not in
tend that it should be interpreted in its usual meaning, but
in its medieval and symbolical sense, that is to say that
21
certain plants are the emblems of sins and vices!"
•
"^Norman Barlow,
NaCo, 1964), po 88,
^°Ruff,

Sainte-Beuve to Baudelaire (Durham.

Baudelaire. l 8homme et I 8oeuvre, p! 90,

^ E n i d Starkie,

Baudelaire (London, 1957)9 p! 308,

1?
These were some of the more important dates and
decisions which led up to the publication
Mai in 1857o

of Les Fleurs du

Baudelaire had worked hard on the poetry9

changing wordsg punctuation marks 9 etc09 in order to put
across the meaning he was trying to expresse

He also chang

ed the title for his work several times before arriving at
the one which he felt could adequately convey the aesthetic
of evil in his poetry<,
The Trial of Baudelaire
The decision of the censors to prosecute Les Fleurs
du Mai on moral grounds came as a surprise to Baudelaire0
As he claimed later in his Fro .jets de Preface» the book was
"absolument innocent” and that the work ,en $a pas ete fait
22
dans un autre but que de me divertlro”
He realized that
his book was not being well received by a great many readers
and critics9 because they felt it was immoral9 but he never
felt he. would be brought to trial on these grounds
23
According to Baudelaire9
it was an article by
Gustave "hourdin in Le Figaro of July 5 S 18j)79 which was the
ultimate cause of the triale

In this articles Bourdin says

that at times9 he doubts the mental capacity of Baudelaire0
22
Baudelaire9 Les Fleurs du Mai. p 0 211J,
23w0 To Bandy, Baudelaire Judged by His Contem
poraries (1844-1867)
(New York, 1933TT~Po 31,

18
He declares furthers "Ce livre est un hopital ouvert a
toutes les demences de 1 9esprit^ a toutes les putridites
Ojh,
du coeuro oeo1'
Bourdin even signals in the article the
poems which were later condemned by the court0 A hearing
was held at which it was decided to prosecute Baudelaire9
and the trial began on the 20th of August 9 185? —

presided

over by Pinard? who, in opening the trial9 nervously de
clared:

C!Poursuivre un livre pour offense a la morale

publique est toujours fort delicati”2^
The accounts of the trial are important from two
points, of views they can forcibly illustrate the moral and
intellectual climate of the Second Empire9 and they can show
the effect the trial had on Baudelaire9s life and on his
worko

In the first place9 the censorship of the press and
26
of literature had been failing in its purposeo
In the

press9 journalists wrote satirical articles attacking the
governments, and readers could well understand .their meanings
In literature9 the censors had not bothered to prosecute
some truly obscene works and hads by their prosecutions of
a few Innocent works9 made these works all the more popular
with the reading publics
f

'

Bene Dumesnil, in his book,.
'

L 8Ex)oque realiste et naturalist el gives a detailed account
^Bandy,

Baudelaire Judged,

^ B e n e Dumesnil,
(Paris, 19^5)9 Ps 390o
^^Guerard,

p 0 31 q

L 9E-poque realiste et naturalists

French Civilization. p 0 1401

of the trial, and explains the reasoning used "by the judge,
Pinard, in reaching the decision to condemn Les Fleurs du
Mals

According to this account, Pinard "began the trial by

defining his role as a judge0

He said he was acting, not as

a literary critic, but as an official who must uphold the
laws passed by the legislature0

He then cited several

passages from the poetry in Les Fleurs du Mai and in his
decision wrote:
Attendu que 1 6intention du poete, dans le but qu'il
voulait atteindre et dans la route qu*il a suivie,
quelque effort.de stsrle qu?il ait pu faire, quelque .
soit le bl&me qui precede ou qui suit ses peintures,
ne saurait"-detuire l®effet funeste des tableaux qu® 11
presente au lecteur, et qui, dans les pieces incrlminees, conduisent necessairement a 1 8excitation des
sens par un realisme grossier et offensant pour la
pudeur;2?
The decision of the court was to condemn six poems
in the work and to fine Baudelaire 300 francs and his pub
lishers, Poulet Malassis et de Broise, 100 francs eachs
Certainly, the decision was not a very severe one —

only

six poems out of the 101 published in the first edition were
condemned, and the fines were not very harsho
was later reduced to 50 francs e)

(Baudelaire8s

But it was the principle

of the matter"■which disturbed Baudelaire so mucho

As Edwin

Morgan in his biography of Baudelaire, Flower of Evil, so
adequately states his feelings
Baudelaire raged silently, not only because Pinard
had not troubled to go beyond words, phrases, iso
lated images and sentiments to the full meaning of
^Dumesnil, L 8Bt>oque realists et natural!sten p 0 398

the poem,'hut also because, in a Paris teeming with
a literature, far from surreptitious, -of admitted
obscenity, the government had decided that the poems
over which he had labored to no such purpose should
publicly be pored over and examined minutely for
lubricity;2°
Baudelaire was angry at the condemnation, for he
felt his work was innocent;

He wrote to the Secretary of

State at the time, "I d& not feel guilty at all;

I am, on

the contrary, very proud of having written a book that in
spires only fear and horror of evii;6$^
In condemning Baudelaire Bs work, the court had let
itself be influenced by two critical articles written against the work, while it Ignored the many "Articles Justifi
catlfs" which Baudelaire presented In his own behalf»

The

final outcome of the trial, in its lack of severity, showed
that the court was acting In a somewhat half-hearted mannere
Some critics feel that Baudelaire was found guilty because
the court was trying to revenge the fact that Madame Bovary,
also tried for offense to public morality, had been acquit
ted only six months before»

No matter what the reason, the

trial had a profound effect on the popularity of the work
and on Baudelaire himselfI

As usually is the case, a work

which has been condemned publicly as immoral and offensive
begins to enjoy widespread popularitya
drain Morgan,

But the effect of

Flower of Evil (New York, 1943),

p! 80;
^Joseph Bernstein* ed0, Baudelaire» Rimbaud,
Verlaine (New York, 194?) 9 P.o xviiie .

this popularity on Baudelaire was not a satisfying oneQ .As
he wrote sarcastically in a letters

"Pour moi c8est une

"bonne fortune; jamais je n 8aurai ose esperer une telle
reclame; tout le monde va se jeter sur mon livre pour y
decouvrir oe que je n 9y ai pas miseei1^®
A Survey of Critical Articles

(1857-1867)

Another way by which we can attempt to understand
even more fully the external morality or moral climate of
this age is through a brief survey of some of the represen
tative criticisms of Les Fleurs du Mals' criticisms written
within ten years of its publication,,

There were a great

number of critical articles written about the work after
June of 1857 because of Baudelaire9s rather high position
as a poet among the intellectual elite and also because of
the attention brought on the work as a result of the trial
and condemnation^

In this survey^ only the articles which

are relevant to this thesis will be considered —

that is

to sayg those articles which criticize Baudelaire for the
moral values, the concept of good and evil in his poems0
In general, Les Fleurs du Mai was appreciated
neither by most readers, nor by most literary critics6
Certainly, there were a few of Baudelaire9s contemporaries

•^Marcel Hervier, Les ecrlvaihs^ francais juges
•par leurs contemporains (Paris, 19*$-2)s Vole 4, p 0 1920

.

who were able to recognize the originality and the value of
this work, but ”0000they were either not influential enough
or too vacillating to carry any large portion of the public
with them*

Unfortunately these rare flashes of clear sight

edness were dimmed by. the pronouncements of the great major
ity of eminent critics®8’-^

W; T s Bandygs book9 Baudelaire

Judged bv His Contemporaries (18^5-1867) is the best and
most exhaustive work on the subject of the contemporary
critical reaction to Baudelaire and to his works»

It con

tains a great many reviews and articles concerning Les
Fleurs du Mai and concerning Baudelaire before and after
the work8s publication;
The majority of the critical reviews of Les Fleurs
du Maln as surveyed in Bandy®s book, condemned the work as a
whole5 although many of the critics did recognize at least
some literary value in ito

They spoke in generalities and,

for the most part, did not cite the specific poems which
caused their adverse criticism of the work on moral grounds6
One critic in the Bevue anecdoticue says:

88Je vois beaucoup

de mal dans ses rimes rugueuses/Mais j ®y decouvre peu de
fleurso8* (38)32
J, Habans in Le Figaro of 1857 goes much further in
his adverse criticism of Baudelaires

eyre,
32

88Avec Mo Che Baudelaire,

Writers and their Critics.

p 0 102;

The numbers in parentheses refer to the article
number in Bandy0s books
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c 8est de oauchemar qu°11 faut parler0•6,Toutes oes horreurs
de chamler etalees a froldg oes abimes d 9immondices foullles a demc mains et les manches retrousseess devaienfc moisir
dans un tiroir maudito88 (4?)

Louis Menard, another literary

eritie, calls for Baudelaire to give up his life as a dandy
and a bohemian and to begin living a e$normal6’ life following
bourgeois ideals6 . According to him, Baudelaire should be
come a father and write books which he would be able to read
to his children0

(56)

Baudelaire a la maladie du mal0B eIl

est malade,w states Edouard Duranty in another article,, (63) •
Sainte Beuve, whose first article mentioning
Baudelaire did not appear until I860, praises and criticizes
him:

’’Laissez-vous faire, ne craignez pas tant de sentir

comme les autres, ndayez jamais peur d*&tre trop commune" (76)
In the -Revue eurooeenne in 1860 there appeared another crit
icism of Baudelaire which conveyed the moral indignation of
the critics

"Etonner le lecteur, cela ne sufflt pas a M;

Baudelaireoo«oeII cherehe a le scandal!ser$ a revolter le
bourgeoiso" .(78)
The evil influence of Les Fleurs du Mai is deplored
by Charles Valette in La Causer!e of 1861:

"Nous regrettons

seulement qu8il [Baudelaire] affectionne trop les peintures
,hideuses et etranges;eeQ0Nous devons signaler Les Fleurs du
Mai comme un volume malsain et dangereur;

II a deja servi

de modele a quelques pretendus poetes, amants du vice et de
la fange0" (96)
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Armand de Pontmartin judged Baudelaire severely in
several articles which he wrote about him*
Deux Mondes of 1861, he asks:

In the Revue des

MQue serait une societe, que

serait une litterature qui accepteraient Ml Ch0 Baudelaire
pour leur poete?”

(99)

88Quel peut &tre l savenir,68 he

questions in another article in 1863 in Le Figaro, 88d 9une
poesie qui se condamne elle-m§me a n 9etre qu9une exception,
exception solitaire chez Ml Leconte de Lisle, ou maniaque
chez Ml Baudelaire?88

(126)

And finally, in 1866 in Nou-

veaux Samedis, de Pontmartin sums up his view of Baudelaire
and Les Fleurs du Mai in this very cutting ways

S8Les Fleurs

du Mai sont une hidense gageure»oo=Ce jeune homme a ecrit
avec inconscience le poeme du chamier, et de la pourriture
oooooDes vers, ou 1 9image grotesque ou repulsive aboutit
presque constamment a un trait d®immoralite profonde ou
d 9une grossiere licence 888
There are many other articles which could be cited
here which would express the profound dislike and misunder
standing of Baudelaire on the part of the majority of his
contemporary critics,,

As this brief summary of some of the

articles criticizing him on moral grounds has shown, in gen
eral, neither the meaning of the whole volume, nor the mean
ing of specific poems was understood®

The criticisms were

based, on the whole, on the images of evil in the poetry.

■^Hervier,

Les ecrlvaims francais .lugesn

p® 193o
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and not on the meaning they were intended to conveye

The

images themselves were so powerful and, at times, so shock
ing, that many critics did not bother to read the poetry
more than superficially;

Baudelaire had wished, as he him

self admitted, to shock the bourgeois0

His poetry was not

moral in the sense that he tried to teach what was good and
what was evils it did, however; present his own view of
morality and moral values, the difference between good and
evil, etc;, and the message was there for any reader who
was able to delve deep enough to find it?

CHAPTER III
THE INTERNAL MORALITY
The title, Les Fleurs du Mai, which* Baudelaire
ultimately chose for his volume of poetry, suggests that
there is a dominating spirit of evil throughout all of the
poems, the "fleurs” in the work*

This is true for a great

many poems in the book, but it is not true for all of them0
Baudelaire treats many themes, but it is only the treatment
of the theme of good and evil which is of interest to this
thesis,

Baudelaire presents his own moral ideas in Les

Fleurs du Mai: he examines the role of Satan in man®s life5
he discusses various forms of erotic evils or sins, and he
analyzes the feeling of ennui and spleen which came to him
upon the realization of his own and of man® s natural sub
mission to evil.

Even using sin, perversity and images of

evil as subjects for many of his poems, Baudelaire was still
able to create the beautiful in his poetry.

As he himself

said: ,9Des poetes illustres s®etaient partage depuis longtemps les provinces les plus fleuries du domaine poetique,
II m®a paru plaisant, et d®autant plus agreable que la tache
1
etait plus difficile, d®extra!re la beaute du Mai,"
Many outstanding literary critics such as Henri
Pey're, Georges Blin, Jacques Crepet, Albert FeuiHerat, .
1Charles.Baudelaire,

Les Fleurs du Mai, p, 211,
26 '■ ■

„

Margaret Gilman, to name a few, have devoted much time and
effort to the. study of Baudelaire and Les Fleurs da Male
They have analyzed this work from many points of view —
style, imagery, beauty, evil, religion, sadism, symbolism,
etc*

Their work and the work of many other critics have

reversed the unfavorable decision of Baudelaire®s own con
temporary critics and have contributed, to a great extent,
to a revaluation of Baudelaire8s worth as a poet and a re
cognition of his genius*

It was only by thorough analyses

of his poetry, analyses which sought to delve beyond the
images of evil and sin, which had frightened so many readers
in Baudelaire6s time, that critics began to recognize the
originality in style, the stimulating effect of the imagery,
and the ideas about good and evil in Les Fleurs du Mai which
were essentially moral and even Christian*
This second chapter will consist of a detailed
analysis of six poems selected from Les Fleurs du Mai*
It will attempt to present the internal morality of the
work by such an analysis, which will include the meaning
of the poem as a whole and the way in which Baudelaire was
able to express this meaning*

The interpretation of the

internal morality, as was mentioned before, will not depend
on any biographical elements which may be present? it will
depend only on what Baudelaire says in the poems*

The

selection of the six poems to be analyzed was done very
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carefully in order to assure that the poems do indeed
reflect Baudelairegs moral ideas0
Au Lecteur.
The poem Au Lecteura which appears first in the
o
various editions of Les Fleurs du Mal9 serves as a preface
to the entire worke

It sets the tone of the work, and the

ideas which Baudelaire expresses in this poem reappear
throughout the rest of the volume0 Au Lecteur contains
many images of evil by which Baudelaire sought to shock
the reader and, at the same time, to force the reader to
react or respond to the ideas being expressed,.
The two main ideas in this poem are moral ones
concerning the role of Satan in man9s life and concerning
the sin considered to be the most evil by the poet0

In

the first part of the poem,, Baudelaire says that Satan is
responsible for our sins and vices, and man is unable and .
unwilling to fight against him*

And in the second part

of the poem, Baudelaire indicates that the worst sin of all
in man is Ennui, and it is in this sin that the poet is like
the readero

These are the moral ideas, then, which Baude

laire felt were important enough to be placed at the very
beginning of his work, and, as we shall see from an analysis
of some other poems, that they were important enough to be
2
The text used for all of the poems analyzed is: Gh» .
Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mai, ed0 Grepet et Blin (Paris, 19^2)0
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expressed again and again in different ways6

Baudelaire9

.thus, declares his position about good and evil through
this poem*

”e»„0»le prologue $ Au Lecteur." according to

Marcel Buff, "dissipe toute equivoque«

II ne declare pas

seulement une position morale, mais religieuse0ee»<,Baude
laire y affirme 1 0obstination de 1 ahomme dans le peche et
en attribue expressement la responsabilite au Diable,”'
Many literary•critics affirm that Au Lecteur is
one of Baudelaire9s finer poems0

He proves himself to

be a master poet, not only because of the profound nature
of the ideas which he expresses, but also because of the
way in which he is able to convey those ideas forcibly,
through form, style, -imagery, sound, metaphors, etc0
La sottise, l^erreur,. le peche, la lesine,
Ocoupent nos .©sprits et travaillent nos corps,
Et nous alimentons nos aimables remords,
Gomme les mendiants nourrissent leur verminea
Nos peohes sont tetus, nos repentirs sont l&ches;
Nous nous faisons payer grassement nos aveux,
Et nous rentrons •gaiement dans le chemin bourbeux,
Oroyant par de vils pleurs laver toutes nos taches*
'In' the first verse, Baudelaire lists four sins
which work continuously on man, mentally (0esprits®) and
physically (0oorps^)0

The combination of these four sins —

stupidity, error, sin and avarice — ■ is an unusual one, and
Martin Tumell analyzes this first line wells

”1 think

that 8erreur$ and 8peohe8 stand collectively for sins
^Marcel Ruff, Baudelaire L 8homme et I 8oeuvre
(Paris, 1955)9 Po 101,
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against the spirit, and the flesh, and that Tsottisee and
9lesine9 are intellectual and emotional vices.“

The last

two lines of this verse present a very striking pictures
Baudelaire compares the way man ,8feeds” remorse to the way
a beggar feeds lice or worms0

He begins to use the word,

nous.in the third line to indicate that he is not sermoniz
ing but that he, himself, is as guilty of man9s sins as is
the reader*

*Nos aimables remords® is a good example of the

way in which Baudelaire strengthens meaning by putting two
words together which seem to be contradictory, a practice
worked out often by Baudelaire, as we shall see further on
in this poem and in the others to be analyzed*
The second, verse continues to refer to nous through
out*

In the first line, Baudelaire calls our sins stubborn

and our repentance cowardly, indicating by the tone that
these values should be reversed*

The meaning of the last

three lines in this verse is brought out forcibly —

we make

vows, but we return to sin gaily because we believe that we
can wipe it away by tears and repentance *

Especially mean

ingful is the third lines 9Et nous rentrons gaiement dans
le chemin bourbeux*0

The use of 8rentrons,9 not 9entrons0

indicates that the man who has known sin returns gaily to
it*
Thus, these first two verses of Au Lecteur are a
discussion of a moral point of view*
^Martin Turnell,

Baudelaire discusses

Baudelaire .(London, 1953) 9 p« 980
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sin and man®s relationship to it0

In the next two verses,

Baudelaire introduces Satan and indicates that the devil is
at the origin of our sins and is responsible for making evil
so attractive to us0
Sur l®oreiller du mal c®est Satan Trismegiste
Qui berce lon^uement notre esprit ^enchante,
Et le riche metal de notre volonte
Est tout vaporise par ce savant chimiste*
C 6est le Diable qui tient les fils qui nous remuent^
Aux objets repugnants nous trouvons des appas;
Chaque jour vers l 8Enfer nous descendons d 9un pas,.
Sans horreur, a travers des tenebres qui puent»
The use of the concrete and the abstract together —
e eg 0, ®l°oreiller du mal,® ®le riche metal de notre volonte„®
is one technique (used very often by Baudelaire) which helps
to convey meaning effectively0

In these two verses, Baude

laire indicates that Satan®s role is to tempt us (®berce0„e
»„0notre esprit enchante®), to break our will power (®o,*le
riche metal de notre volonte/Est tout vaporise*,,,,®), and
to direct us, as if we were puppets, in sin and evil (®C°est
le Diable qui tient les fils qui nous remuent!®).
The idea that we find pleasure in doing evil is
brought out again in the following verse.

We are inhabited

by evil, Baudelaire continues in verse #6 (®Dans.nos
cerveaux ribote un peuple de Demons®), and death, like an
invisible river, descends in our lungs.
In the last three verses, Baudelaire presents the
. second main idea in this poem, i,ee, that Ennui is the worst
of all our sins.
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Mai s parmi les chacalss les pant here s9 les ■lioesj"
Les singes $ les scorpions,, les vaut ours 5 les serpents,
■Les monstres glapissants, hurl ants, grognants, rampants,:
Dans la menagerie infame de nos vices,
II en est un plus laid, plus mechant, plus immondeI
Quoiqu6!! ne pousse ni grands gestes ni grands cris,
II ferait volontiers de la terre un debris
Et dans un baillement avalerait le monde 0
C*est 1 8Ennui S —~ I 8oeil charge d 8un pleur involontaire
II reve d° echafauds en fumant son houka0
Tu le connais, lecteur, ce monstre delicat,
— Hypocrite lecteur, — mon semblable, — mon frere 8
In' the first of these verses, Baudelaire lists seven animals,
yapping, screaming, grunting, creeping creatures, which re
present for him some of the evils or vices in man —
are in 8Q<>ela menagerie inf&me de nos vices0 8

they

Baudelaire

selected these animals, I think, as much for the hissing,
sound of their names' as for the symbolical meaning which
they can convey0

In the second of these last three verses,

Baudelaire describes this sin which he calls 8plus laid,
plus mechant, plus immonde® than the others previously mentionedo

Finally in the last verse he calls it by name —

Ennui„
The meaning of Ennui to Baudelaire is brought out
in the last two verses*

He presents it as utter laziness—

spiritual and physical0

The last two lines of Au Lecteur

are a startling change of tone, for the poet addresses the
reader as tu for the first time and seems to point an
accusing finger at him*
8Hypocrite lecteur9 —

The last line still accuses him —
but it soothes him also by Indicating

that the poet is as guilty —

8mon semblable,9 8mon frere„9

In this analysis we have discussed the main moral
ideas in this poem9 Au Lecteur0

The importance of these

ideas has been "brought out9 not only "by what Baudelaire says
in the poem, "but also "by the fact that these ideas are pla
ced in a poem which serves as an introduction to Les Fleurs
du Mai as a whole«

The internal morality of this poem, then,

as we have seen, concerns itself both with the role of Satan
and with Ennui as the worst of all sins0

Baudelaire seems

to be trying to awaken and warn the society of his own day
about evil in general0

He conveys clearly the idea that we

find pleasure in evil *■— 8nos almables remords,* «nous
rentrons galement„* 8notre esprit enchante„9 9nous descendons0o0„■>/Sans horreur,9 9un nlaisir clandestine9

And the

line3 9C 9est le Diable qui tient les fils qui nous remuent?9
must have been quite shocking for a positivist generation
which, as was noted in Chapter II, felt that man was natur
ally goode

The idea that Ennui is the worst sin of all in

man must also have been quite startling since the feeling
of mal du sieole still affected the people of Baudelaire9s
generation.
Spleen

-

•^Spleen et Ideal86 is the first major section of Les
Fleurs du Mala it opens after the Au Lecteur poem, and as
its title suggests, deals with the two extremes, the two.
opposing poles toward which man is constantly being drawn.
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Baudelaire treats a variety of themes.and ideas in this
section in which there are 85 poems in all*

The first few

poems5 such as Benediction^ 'L 9Al'batros» Corresnondances«.
and La Muse Malade, deal with the nature of the poet and his
5
relationship to the world and to his fellow man.
Others9
such as La Be ante,, Hvmne a la Beaut e. Une Charoane? Parfum
exotiquea etc6$ present some of Baudelaire9s ideas about
beauty and love; and La Cloche f&lee. the four Spleen poems9 Le Goht du Meant, for examples are analyses of the state of
ennui or spleen in which the poet finds himself in this
world«, Albert Peuillerat explains the architecture and the
meaning of this section by sayings
oooode titre du chapitre entier — Spleen et Ideal — s 9eclaire a son tour0 Le mot Hetss joue ici le role
de conjonction adversaire* Le Spleen9 avec ses ef
fete devastateursj forme I sobstacle insurmontable
qui empeehe le poete d*attelndre son Ideal — cette
Beaute qui n 5est qu$une forme de la purete primitiyeaooeaL^Ennui est 1 0melement eorrompu” qui gan
grene le coeur et l 8esprit de Baudelaire, et plonge
son ame dans 1 9abime sans fond du mal0°
There are many poems in this section which treat
the theme of good and evil and thus illustrate or contribute
to the internal morality of Les Fleurs du Mal as a whole e
Three poems from this section. Spleen (8Quand le ciel bas
et lourdo 0«o«

5 L 9Eeautontimoroumenos and L 8Irremediable.

^Albert FeuiHerat, tsL 8Architecture des Fleurs du
Mal988 Studies by.Members of the French Department of Yale
University (New Haven, 1941), ppe 221-235o
^Peuillerat,

33L 8Architecture,”

p» 2740
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have been selected for analysis because they present Ideas
about good and evil which do contribute to an understanding
of this internal moralityo
Baudelaire grouped together four poems with the same
title —

S-pleen0

Each is a discussion of a different aspect

of the mental, and sometimes physical, anguish which the
poet felt so stronglye

In the. last of these poems (LXXVIII),

which begins, 6Quand le ciel bas et lourd pese comme un
couvercle,” Baudelaire uses the external aspects of his en
vironment to evoke or describe his own internal mood of
anguisho

This mood, spleen or ennui,is the greatest evil,

as was expressed before in Ag Lecteur, to man and to the
poet because it prevents them from attaining 1° ideal,
, There
is no hope against the prison of a world in which man finds
himself, and anguish triumphs in man's soul0
Some of the images evoked by Baudelaire in this
Spleen poem are even more shocking and perhaps more frigh
tening than some of the images of evil which we have seen
and discussed in Au Leoteur0
Quand le ciel bas et lourd pese comme un couvercle
Sur 1°esprit gemissant en proie aux longs ennuis,
Et que de I'horlzon embrassant tout le cercle
11 nous verse un jour noir plus triste que les nuits;
Quand la terre est changes en un cachot humide,
Ou I'Esperance, comme m e chauve-souris,
S'en va battant les murs de son aile timideEt se eognant la t&te a des plafonds pourris;
Quand la pluie etalant ses immenses trainees
D'une vaste prison imite les barreaux,
Et qu'un peuple muet d'inf&mes araignees
Vient tendre ses filets au fond de nos cerveaux,
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The first three verses begin with the word 8quaiid®;
each is a description of a different physical aspect of the
world —

gle del,*

8la terre 9 8 and 8la pTaie08

In the

first verse the sky is compared to a lid? 8tm couvercle?8
which seems to be closing in on usQ

This image of an enclo

sure is repeated in verse #2 when the earth is 8changee en
un cachot humide8 and again i n .verse #3 when the appearance
of rain is compared to the bars on a prison,,

All three of

these verses then, present a somewhat terrifying internal
feeling which is produced or caused by external elements —
that is to say, the feeling of being enclosed in a prison
by the sky, the earth and the rain„
In the first two lines, Baudelaire describes the
sky as 8bas et lourd,8 evoking a very dreary day, when the
clouds seem low and hanging, and the light of the sun can
not penetrate the gloome

The image of the sky as a lid or

cover is accentuated in line #3 when the sky is said to be
embracing the circle of the horizons

Thus, the image is

one of a tight lid from which there is no escape for the
8esprit gemissant en prole aux longs ennuise8

The last

line in this verse, 8II [le del] nous verse un jour noir
plus triste que les nults,8 becomes all the more effective
after this Introduction0
The second verse again presents the image of a
prison in which man8s spirit or soul is enclosed,

Hope does

exist within this prison, but hope can do nothing for man
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or for the poet0

Baudelaire compares It to a hat which

tries to leave a prison cell by hitting the walls with its
weak wings and by beating its head against the 0plafonds
pourrisf0
In the third verse, the rain becomes the final
external element which is compared to the image of a prisond
Baudelaire has succeeded in these three verses in evoking
precisely the effect he deslredo

The sky covers us, the

earth surrounds us, and the rain acts as an agent between
these two vast external elements6

It serves to connect

them as bars connect the celling and the floor in a prison*
The image of the rain as bars on a cell is thus a very apt
one and is a good example of Baudelaire® s ability to express
and relate visual images*

The final two lines of this first

part of the poem, in which °un peuple muet d® inf&mes araignes/Vient tendre ses filets au fond de nos cerveaux* **®
are reminiscent of the image evoked in An Leoteur, "Dans
nos cerveaux ribote un peuple de Demons*9

Baudelaire is

saying in this Spleen -poem that it is evil (imagined as
spiders weaving webs) which has a hold on our minds*
The next verse tells what happens when the conditions
of the first three verses are fulfilled:
Des cloches tout a coup sautent avec furie
Et lancent vers le d e l un affreux hurlement,
Ainsi que des esprits errants et sans patrie
Qui se mettent a geindre opinl&trement*
Bells ring out suddenly in the midst of the mournful and the
gloomy atmosphere painted in the first three verses*

The
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bells do not, however9 bring joy to man, as one would
normally expect0

They clang Vavec furle® and throw out *un

affreux hurlement0 0

Their sound is by no means pleasant

since $ in the last two lines of this verse$ Baudelaire com
pares it to the. sound of men complaining 9opini&trement 0®
— - Et.de longs corbillards9 sans tambours ni musique9
Defilent lentement dans mon &me; l°Espoir9
Vaincuj, pletire9 et l°Angoisse atroce, despotique9
Sur mon cr&ne incline plant© son drapeau noir0
This last verse conveys the meaning of the whole
poem and relates it to the poet in particular,

Baudelaire

presents an allegorical funeral procession, in which both
9l 8EspolrB and ',l®AngoisseB are represented.

In the fourth

verse, as we have seen, Baudelaire was using bells, an
element still part of the physical environment § while in
this last verse, all of the external elements previously
mentioned —

®le d e l , 8 9la terre,0 9la pluie,9 and °des

cloches® — = come into focus as the causes of the internal
elements of the poet®s feelings9 the subject of this last
.verse.
Whereas in the preceding verse, there was a sense
of furious movement and noise —
sautent avec furie,8 etc, —

®Des cloches tout a coup

in this verse, the whole effect

of movement is slowed by the use of ®de longs corbillards®
ooeo,®Defilent lentement,®

There is then this change in

movement which coincides with the change from the elements
outside to the elements inside the poet®s mind.
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The feeling of spleen has gained a complete hold
over the poet0

Hope, cl°Espoir99 is vanquished and cries9

and Anguish9 0l°Angoisses0 becomes despotic and triumphs0
The final idea about the triumph of Anguish is conveyed
allegorically —

®0eol”Angoisseo0o/Sur mon cr&ne incline

plante son drapeau noire,9

The image is that of Anguish as

a personified being, which, in reaching the poet9s brain
plants its flag there as a sign of triumph6
home forcibly the meaning of the whole poem0

This drives
It is not a

great or happy victory, because Baudelaire calls the flag
black, thus Indicating the triumph of evil forces0
This last verse is truly a beautiful one, in spite
of the haunting imagery which is used and the terrible
meaning which It conveys„
and

Baudelaire condenses his thoughts,

In only four lines of poetry expresses many profound

ideas with force and insight6
The meaning of the poem as a whole must be taken
into account in order to understand the internal morality
or the ideas about good and evil which Baudelaire expressese
The feeling of ennui or spleen is a great evil for the poet;
and the true nature of spleen and its causes are explored
by this poem.
Spleen is an evil for the poet, caused by the
physical environment of the external worlde

As Turnell
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expresses it, ’’The drama is twofold0

It lies in the impact

of a hostile environment on his [the poet's] consciousnesso oooo”^

This environment is a prison from which there

is no escape —

since it includes both the sky and the earth0

The physical conditions produce a tangle of webs in the
poet's consciousness9 preventing him from seeing and under
standing and from being able to attain 1'ideal0

The poet's

mind is entangled by spiders (or evil)? hope is weak and
is finally conquered as anguish triumphs completely in the
last versee

Spleen, then,is viewed as an internal evil

which is caused by external physical conditions0
,L 8Heautontimopoumenos
The role which Baudelaire attributes to Satan in
Au Lecteur as the originator of our faults and our sins is
further commented upon in the poem, L°Heautontlmoroumenos
(LXXXIIi)0

The title, from the Greek word which means to
O
be one's own executioner, is an example of another way by
which Baudelaire sought to attract the reader to his poetry,
i0ee, by the use of unusual or strange titles*
• *

The subject

.

of the poem is man's natural Inclination to do evil, which,
as we have seen, was also part of the meaning of Au Lecteur*
In L 'Heautontimoroumenous. however, Baudelaire shows man to
^Tumell, Baudelaire? p@ 225e
'

'

&

Tumell, Baudelaire? p, 1720
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be even more evil, even more possessed by Satan than he was
in the Au Leoteur poem0

Man turns in this poem and becomes

his own torturer, his oxm executioner<, In the first three
verses, the poet describes the pleasure or satisfaction
which he derrives from beating another person —
case, a woman«

in this

Her suffering drunkens him with delight0

In the last verses of the poem, the poet turns to himself
and calls Ironie the black poison which is devouring him,
Man has created evil and thus is condemned topunish himself
because of it0

He takes pleasure in evil,

and for.Baude

laire, this Is the irony of man®s fate*
Je te frapperai sans colere
Et sans haine, comme un boucher,
Comme Moise le rocherS
Et je feral de ta paupiere,
Pour abreuver mon Saharah,
Jaillir les eaux de la souffranee0
Mon desir gonfle d° esperance
Sur tes pleurs sales nagera
Comme un vaisseau qui prend le large,
Et dans mon coeur qugils softleront
Tes chers sanglots retentiront
Comme un tambour qui bat la charge 8
"I will strike you without anger,89 says the poet in
the first line of this poem.

There is no hint of any reason

why» just a description of how it will be done —
colere/Et sans hainee6o6o®

6sans

The Images of a butcher and of

Moses, presented in the first verse, add further to this
description^

Both images indicate an emotionless beating

of a victim who can feel nothing0
sentence and give a reason why —

Lines 4-7 form a new
the poet will strike to
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satisfy his.own desire to do evil*

Baudelaire chose his

images carefully in lines 4-7, and one can see the relation
ship "between them alla

The water produced by tears will

serve to °abreuver moh Saharahp® ioe0$ to quench the poet8s
thirst for evilo

Baudelaire has succeeded, then, through

images referring to water —

8abreuver,8 8Saharah,8 8jail-

lir,8 8les eaux de la souffranco8 —

in conveying his mean

ing skillfully and beautifully0
The image of a flood of water produced by the tears
of suffering is continued in the third verse —

8Mon desire0o

Bur tes pleurs000nagera/Comme un valsseaue0o®o0
The first two verses then, deal with visual and
mental images —

8Je te frapperai,8 9je feral 0=,ojalllir les

eaux® ae§9 8Mon deslr00enagera8 -=■ whereas in the third verse,
the images are auditory0

The sobbing of the victim is com

pared to a drum sounding the charge®

The first three verses

do not describe a self-executioner or self-torturer, but
rather a person who takes pleasure in hurting others, a
sadist®

He strikes without real emotions he brings on tears

of suffering in order to satisfy his own desires; and he is
almost intoxicated by the sound of sobbing®
The form of these three verses is somewhat unusual®
Although they are divided into quatrains, the ideas which
Baudelaire presents are expressed in three lines each®

Thus,

the last line of the first verse begins a new sentence and
another idea, which ends with the second line of the second
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verseo

This form changes in the final four verses of the

poem9 where each quatrain contains images and ideas which
are not carried over into the next verse0
In verse four, the poet begins to contemplate himself
and his relationship to the worldo

He asks if he is a 6faux

accord® in the divine symphony of life because of Irony5
the black poison, the sickness which controls him*
Ne suis-je pas un faux accord
Dans la divine symphonic,
Gr&ce a la vorace Ironie
Qui me secoue et qui me mord?
Elle est dans ma voix, la criarde 8
C®est tout mon sang, ce poison noifI
Je suis^le sinistre miroir
Ou la megere se regards*
Je
Je
Je
Et

suis la plale et
suis le soufflet
suis les membres
la victims et le

le couteaui
et la jouel
et la roue,
bourreau!

Je suis de mon ooeur le vampire,
— • Un de ces grands abandonnes
Au rire etemel condamnes,
Et qui ne peuvent plus sourire5
The meaning of Ironie is not made clear until the
last two verses*

All that is known about it from verses

four and five is that it is devouring the poet and taking
hold of him in his voice and in his blood*

He calls it

9vorace,8 une 9criarde $0 ®ce poison noir,9 and he personi
fies it —

9l°Ironie/Qui me secoue et qui me mord,8 9Elle

est dans ma voix*e*,8 0G®est tout mon sang*»*9

This irony

represents an evil for the poet, and we learn in the last
two verses that it is his being both the wound and the
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knifes the slap and the cheek, etc0, which is the irony of
man's fate —

i0eo 9 man's "becoming his own executioner,,

The final verse shows Baudelaire0s feeling of
hopelessnesso

The poem leaves the reader with the realiza

tion that the poet is inextricably caught in this evilo
Thus, the meaning of this poem deals with evil and
its grasping hold on man0

The expression of this meaning is

achieved in a way characteristic of Baudelaireo

He begins

the poem by a rather shocking statement, vJe te frapperai00„0
The visual image evoked is a simple one, but it is one that
can convey meaning forcibly.

The first three verses, as we

have seen, form the first section of the poem, not only by
their related meaning, but also by their form,

'Mon desir .

gonfle-d'esperance,00nagera000/Comme un v a i s s e a u , i s one
of the most beautiful images evoked in this poem,

Baude

laire has taken an abstract idea, 'desir,® given it an un
expected ability, 'nagera,' and Compared it to a concrete
object with the same ability, 'un vaisseau,'
The last four verses constitute the second section
of this, poem and are separated from the first by meaning and
by form.

Since the meaning shifts from the poet's beating

of another person to the poet's Mmental beating,e of himself,
there is a clear break between the two sections0 As was
pointed out earlier, Irony, as an abstract element, takes
on concrete attributes and gains a hold over the poet0
verse

The

which begins 'Je suis la plaie et le oouteau' is the
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one in which the meaning of the previous verses is brought
out and clarified by Baudelaire and is the one in which the
meaning of the title finally becomes clear0

We see that

man9 in general9 and the poet, in particular, are forced to
torment themselves because they are controlled by Satan, by
evilo
The last verse indicates that Baudelaire feels that
there is in reality nothing which can be done to help man
or the poet escape from themselves or from the evil which
is in theme

Baudelaire summarized the meaning of the second

section of this poem in a letter in 1855s

"* *oCar jo suis

le vrai representant de I 8ironies et ma maladle est d8un
9
genre absolument incurable0W
In the last two lines of the
-

poem, the poet says he is one of those9 condemned to a 8rire
eternelg.® 8qui ne peuvent plus sourire i8
In terms of the internal morality of Les Fleurs du
H a l this poem contributes a great dealo

It repeats the

theme of the natural presence of Satan or evil in man, and
it also adds a new dimension which was not present in the
Au Lecteur poem0

As we have seen, in L 8Heautontimoroumenbs

man nqt only is controlled by evil, which is at the base of
his actions, but also Is forced by this evil to torment and
to torture himself©
9Baudelaire,

Thus, man sins in his relations with

Les Fleurs du Mai, p e 431©
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other men ands according to the meaning of this poem, he
also sins against himself0
L 9Irremediable
Baudelaire placed the noemu L 8IrremediableI(LXXXIV):
directly after L 8Heautontimbroumenos in the second edition
of Les Fleurs du Hal? indicating a relationship between the
meanings of the two poems0
and his recognition of evils

Indeed, both deal with the poet
In L gIrremediable« after the

poet has searched within himself, —
miroir® —

®Un coeur devenu son

he finds that he is 9irremediablement0 drawn into

a realization or consciousness of evils

Baudelaire des

cribes the hell where- an angel, an unfortunate, a damned
person, and a boat are imprisoned by the Devils

The title

of the poem, L 9Irremediable. indicates that once a person
becomes conscious of the evil which is in himself and in
man, he is unable to free himself| it is 9une fortune ir
remediable i9

The poet9s plight of being hopelessly held

by evil, as was expressed in L 9Heautontimoroumenos:

is thus

echoed in this poem*
The form of L 9Irremediable differs in several ways
from that of the other poems discussed thus far in this
thesis8

The first difference is that the sections into

which the poem is divided are clearly marked by the poet*
Another difference lies in the fact that the first section
of the poem contains a series of visual images whose meaning

4-7
is summarized by the final verse in this section, and the
second section does not introduce any new ideas, but rather
serves to clarify the meaning of the entire first section,.
In the other poems discussed, e0go, Au Lecteur,
Baudelaire divided the poems into more than one section by
the meaning expressed, but he did not mark the divisions, as
he did in L°Irremediable„

Also, the second part of these

other poems introduced a new, related idea, rather than sum
marizing or clarifying the meaning of the first part„
In the first section of L 8Irremediablea there are
various visual images presented*

The reader realizes from

the first verse that the poet Is describing a hell, but
it is not until the last two verses of the poem that the
series of visual Images evoked are all related to the poet
himself0

'

Une Idee, une Forme, un Etre
Parti de 1 6azur et tombe
Dans un Styx bourbeux et plombe
On nul cell, du Ciel ne penetre;

-

In the first vefse, it is 8Une Idee, une Forme, un
Etre8 which have fallen into the depths of hell*

Once the

reader realizes that all of the visual images which are des
cribed in the first section are related to the poet, then
the meaning of these three terms becomes more understand
able 0

Baudelaire is describing in1this first verse poetic

elements0

These elements have fallen far from a poetic

ideal since they are 8parti de I 8azura8

They have fallen

into hell and are trapped there in evil and darkness6
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This verse conveys a great deal of meaning9 but as
we have noted, it must be read in the context of the whole
poem in order for its meaning to become clear0

Baudelaire

uses the word, ®parti,6 first, conveying the idea that, as a
poet, he began to look elsewhere than the sky for his insplr
ation§ in the second line, he uses ®tombe,® a term which
conveys the idea that he began to look downward, into hell
or evil for his ideas and inspirations and finally, Baude
laire uses ®plombe,® a term which conveys the impression
that the poet is trapped in the ®Styx bourbeux,® in the evil
into which he and the poetic elements mentioned have falleho
These three words —

®parti,® 9tombe,® ®plombe® —

are sim

ple, yet when used.by Baudelaire, they are able to express
a great deal.

In this case, they represent the three stages

through which the poetic elements have gone6
Uh Ange, imprudent voyageur
Qu®a tente 1®amour du difforme,
Au fond d®un cauchemar enorme
Se debattaht comme un nageur,
Et luttant, angoisses funebresS
Contre un glgantesque remous
Qul va chantant comme les fpus
Et pirouettant dans les tenebress
In the next two verses, the image of an Angel who
has also fallen into the power of the Devil is presented*
In the first two lines, Baudelaire gives the reason why — '
®0„* *imprudent voyageur/Qu9a tente 1®amour du dlfforme0®
In reality, the Angel could represent the poet himself, who
is searching for inspiration for his poetry, was imprudent
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in selecting his subjects0

He chose baseness9 sin and evil

instead of subjects dealing with ideals and goodness0

The

third line suggests that this hell is 9un cauchemar enorme09
The feeling of hopelessness which Baudelaire was able to
convey with such immediacy and forcefulness in L 8Heautontlmoroumenos is brought out by him again in this poem in des
cribing the Angel who is struggling and fighting to free
himself from hello
composedn

The visual Image evoked is masterfully

The reader can picture the kind of nightmare it

is and can envisage the Angel9 like a swimmer engulfed by
a gigantic wakes struggling to free himself0
The structure of these two verses again shows the
great amount of meaning which Baudelaire was able to con
dense into a few short lines0

eUn cauchemar enorme6 relates

the reader back to ®un Styx bourbeux® in the first verse —
both images referring to a dark black hello

®Angolsses

funebres® in the first line of the third verse is aptly
placed to convey the sense of hopelessness9 of futility,
which overcomes the poet in struggling to free himself from
evils

The last three lines of the third verse are a des

cription of the ®gigantesque remous® —

it sings like a

group of insane people and dances along in the shadows0
is this wake which the Angel is battling against6
Un malheureux ensorcele
Dans ses t&tonnements futlles,
Pour fuir d°un lieu plein de reptiles,
Gherchant la lumiere et la cleg

It

The third image is that of a bewitched unfortunate
who, like the Angel, is seeking a means of escape from the
hell in which he finds himself0

He is looking for 9la lu=

miere et la ole,9 the light to guide him out of his hell,
which in this visual image IS 9un lieu pleln de reptiles,9
and the key to open the door not only to get out of hell,
but also in order to enter into a place where good is found0
Un damne descendant sans lampe,
Au bord d 9un gouffre dont l 9odeur
Trahlt l 9humlde profondeur,
D 9eternels escaliers sans rampe,
Ou veillent des monstres visqueux
Dont les larges yeux de phosphors
Font une nuit plus noire encore
Et ne rendent visibles qu9euxi
The fourth image is presented in two. verses, and
the hell which is described in these verses is even more
horrible than in the three previous images evokede A damned
person is descending 9D 9@temels escaliers sans rampe09

The

use of the word 6eternels9 enhances the real sense of dlspair and hopelessness which is engulfing the poet.

Monsters9

eyes glow in the dark, making the darkness even blackere
As was possible with the previous images, the reader
can readily imagine the horrible and frightening scene which
Baudelaire presents0

The visual image is strengthened by an

appeal to the sense of smell.«= 9> ool9odeur/Trahit l 9humide
profondeur09
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Un navire pris dans le pdle9
Comme en un piege de^oristal,
Gherchant par quel detrolt fatal
II est tombe dans cette gedle|
The final, image in this series of images of people
or things trapped by the devil is that of a boat*

It too

is caught9 and the hell which is described, °un piege de
cristal9 0 is a hell from which it cannot escape0
Thus9 there are five different images presented in
the first section of this poem0

Each is of a person or

thing trapped in a place which is a hell for it in particular0

For the poetic elements9 the hell is °un Styx bourbeux,®

a dark place away from inspiration from good subjects9 where
°nul oeil du Ciel ne penetre@9

The hell for the Angel is

9un cauchemar enqrme® where he must fight to keep from
drowning in 9un gigantesque remous.9

For the unfortunate

or wretched person* Baudelaire describes his hell as 9un
lieu pleln de reptiles99 whereas for the damned person, it
is far more horrible than for any of the others — ■ it is 9un
gouffre,9 with 9D 9eternels escaliers sans rampe,9 a place
filled with 9monstres vlsqueux09
described is that for the boate

Finally the last hell
The hell is 9comme0oooun

piege de cristal® and is a 9geqleo9

Thus each of the visual

Images presented is the expression of a place which is a
hell for each in particular0
The first, third, and fifth Images (poetic elements,
the unfortunate, and the boat) are each presented in one
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Terse, while the second and fourth (the Angel and the damned
person) In two Terses each, indicating perhaps that the lat
ter are more important than the former == they may represent
Baudelaire himself„
— Emblernes nets, tableau parfalt
D/une fortune irremediable,
Qui donne a penser que le. Diable
Fait tonjours bien tout ce qu811 faiti
This final verse of the first section sums up the
meaning which Baudelaire intended to convey by this series
of images*

In the first line, the images are referred to in

the plural —

8Emblernes nets8 — * showing that each in its

own right represents an important idea*

8Tableau parfalt,8

however, groups all of the images into one and gives them
all one central theme —

that is that for all of these im

ages, there is no escape from the hell in which they are
trapped*

It is 8une fortune irremediable*8

The responsi

bility for this is attributed to the Devil by Baudelaire0
Since the fate of these various images Is 8irremediable,8
Baudelaire concludes this verse and section by saying that
the Devil always does everything he does well —

there is

no escape from him*
T&te-a-tete sombre et limpide
Qu8un coeur devenu son miroirl
Puits de Verite, clair et noir,
Ou tremble une etoile livide,
Un phare ironique, infernal,
Flambeau des gr&oes sataniques,,
Soulagement et gloire uniques,
—
La conscience dans le Mai8

•
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The last two verses of the poem make up the second
section which, as we noted before, does not serve to Intro
duce any new Ideas, but serves to clarify the meaning of the
first sectlona

All of the various images evoked are related

to the poet8s searching within himself —
son miroir8 —

eUn coeur devenu

and all of what he sees upon this self-exam

ination can be summarized as 8La conscience dans le Mal68
Le Creuuscule du Soir
"Tableaux parisiens” is the title of the second
section of Les Fleurs du Mai (1861 edition), and the eigh
teen poems contained in this section center around the gen
eral theme of life In Paris and the effect of the city and
city life on the poet0

This general theme provided Baude

laire with many of his ideas and served as the basis for
many of his poemse

Feuillerat, in discussing the "Tableaux

parislens" section as a whole, points out that Paris was
for Baudelaire:
Oo00oune inepuisable source de symboles et
d vallegories, une riche matiere a rSverles ou
meditations sur 1 8incertitude et les mensonges
de la vie, sur l 5universalite de la-souffranee
humaine, sur l 0ubiquite du mal, et surtout sur
la fuite du temps et 1 8imminence de la mort0“
The theme of good and evil, then, as can be seen
in this short quote, plays an Important role in this sec
tion*

One poem, Le Crenusoule du Soir, (XGV), has been
^Feuillerat,

Pb 31^0

"L8Architecture des-Fleurs du Mal«"
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selected for analysis "because it illustrates Baudelaire9s
ideas of good and evil in relation to the city and city
life*
The beginning of Le Creouscule du Soir is a
description of the peaceful aspects of nightfall —

evening

approaches silently (*a pas de loup0) and slowly (9e00le
ciel/Se ferme lentement9)„ and it brings contentment (9C 9est
le soir qui soulage9) to many people0

The second part of

the poem discusses the disturbing aspects of nightfall — «
the awakening of evil elements (9des demons malsains 99 9La
Prostitution,9 °de catins et d 9escrocs99 9les voleurs9)
which9 under the cover of darkness, come out to perform
their evil deeds and their crimes9

And In the final section

of the poem9 Baudelaire presents nightfall as a symbol of
death9 above all for the sick and suffering in the hospi
tals (9La sombre Nuit les prend a la gorge09)q Evil, then,
is everywhere in the city, according to Baudelaire, but
its presence is made more evident when night falls0

The

night serves as a cover, and evil awakens and gains a free
rein over the city®
V o i d le soir charmant, ami du criminel?
II vient comme un complice, a pas de loup; le d e l
Se ferme lentement comme une grande alcdve,
Et l 9homme impatient se change en bete fauve©
0 soir, aimable soir, desire par celui
Dont les bras, sans^mentir, peuvent dire: Aujourd9hui
Nous avons travaille 8 — C 9est le soir qui Soulage
Les esprits que devore une douleur sauvage,
Le savant obstine' dont le front s9alourdit,
Et l 9ouvrier oourbe qui regagne son lit©
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The first line of the poem indicates that evening
has contradictory aspects for Baudelaire0
charming and a friend of evil0

It is at once

In describing the approach

of evening in the first verse9 Baudelaire uses two animals$
a wolf ("a pas de loup8) and a fawny beast (0Comme une bete
fauve8) to illustrate the ideas that night falls silently
and that it is awaited impatiently by men who change into
prowling beasts of prey at its approache
In the second verse, evening is presented as
something likeable and desirablee

The good aspects of

evening are thus the subject of this verse0

Night soothes

those (°Les esprits que devore une douleur sauvage$0
savant obstine,6

°Le

'1 'ouvrier courbe") who have worked hard

all day and who look to evening for peace and rest*
Cependant des demons malsains dans 1 "atmosphere
S 6eveillent lourdement, comme des gens d°affaire,
Et cognent en volant les volets et 1 0auvente
A travers les lueurs que tourmente le vent
La Prostitution s9allume dans les rues;
Comme une fourmiliere elle ouvre ses issues;
Partout elle se fraye un occulte chemine
Ainsi que 1 0ennemi qui tente^un coup de main;
Elle remue au sein de la^ cite de fange
Comme un ver qui derobe a I 8Homme ce qu8il mangee
On entend ga et la les cuisines siffler,
Les the&tres glapir, les orchestras ronfler?
Les tables d 8hdte9 dont le jeu fait les delices,
S 9emplissent de catins et d 0escrocs9 leurs complices9
Et les voleurs9 qui n 8ont ni trSve ni mercl9
Vont bientot coramencer leur travail9 eux aussi,
Et forcer doucement les portes.et les caisses
Pour vivre quelques jours et vStir leurs maltressese
The third verse contains more than twice the number
of lines than the first and second verses combineds

This

verse is a description of the evil which awakens when night
falls, and by its length as well as by the ideas in it, in
dicates that this is the more important aspect of evening
for Baudelaireo

The 8demons malsains® which are mentioned

in the first line of this verse
gin clanging about0

wake as night falls and be

The first of these evils to be mention

ed by name is prostitution (8La Prostitution s8allume dans
les rues8)0

Baudelaire compares it to an ant-hill and in

two very striking lines says it moves about 8au sein de la
cite de fange8 like a worm;

The impression of the whole

city is captured in its sounds as well as its sights by Bau
delaire —

8ooodes demons malsains00o/9»ocognent en volantg8

80n entendooodes cuisines siffler/Les theatres glapir, les
orchestras ronflero8

And finally in this verse, Baudelaire

presents other 8demons malsains8 —

the prostitutes and

cheats who gamble and the thieves who come out to do their
evil work (8forcer doucement les portes et les, oaisses8)0
This verse then presents the night as disturbing
to the poet, for it is the time when evil awakens in the
clty0

Baudelaire has described prostitution, gambling, and

thievery in this verse, but even though he seems to stress
this aspect of evening, he is by no means saying that he
admires or likes evil«

On the contrary, his attitude toward

evil is made evident in the first lines of the next verse
when he speaks to his soul and warns it about evil -—
cue ille-toi/Et ferme ton oreille a ce rugissemento8

8Re

.'
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The use of the word 0rugls sement9 sums up the whole
impression of the city which Baudelaire gave in the first
three verses0

The poet is looking out at the city or is

walking alone on the streets at nightfall, and it is the
auditory impression of the evil elements which is the more
striking0

The sounds he hears are further emphasized in

this fourth verse by Baudelaire0s referral to the sighs or
moans of the sick who fill the hospitals«.
Recueille-toi, mon Sme, en ce grave moment,
Et ferme. ton oreille a ce rugissement 0
G9est l°heure ou les douleurs des malades s8algrissent $
La sombre Nuit les prend a la gorge| 11s finissent
Leur destinee et vont vers le gouffre commun*
L 6hdpital se remplit de leurs soupirs0 —^ Plus d®un
Ne vlendra plus chercher la spupe parfumee,
Au coin du feu, le soir, aupres d°une &me aimee0
Encore la plupart n 0ont-ils jamais connu
La douceur du foyer et n 8ont jamais vecut
The last two verses, as was mentioned before, deal
with the other aspect of night —
of death»

iee0, night as a symbol

And where is death more immediate and more dread

ed than in a hospital?

The patients, as Baudelaire says in

this poem, are going 8vers le gouffre commun0 9

The worst

part of their suffering is that most of them have never
experienced °la douceur du foyer0 and thus have never really
livede
Baudelaire has succeeded in this poem in giving his
impression of nightfall in the city0

It is, as we have

discussed, a time of peace to some men and a time of suffer
ing and evil to othersa

Baudelaire emphasized nightfall as

.
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a time when evil awakens0

He did this, not because he liked

evil, but because he was against it and wished to show this
to the readerQ

He described the impressions, both auditory

and visual, which he received from the city at night, and
he indicated by the tone of the poem that although he des
cribes the evil elements in more detail than the soothing
aspects, in reality he dislikes the evil and warns his soul
and the reader against it*
Le Crer>uscule du Soir does then play a role in this
examination of the internal morality of Les Fleurs du Male
Unlike the previous poems discussed thus far, however, this
poem does not present the poet in a state of ennui or epleen
upon the recognition of evil in the worlds

Nor does it seek

to attribute the responsibility for evil in society to the
devils

Bather it gives the reader only the poet°s impres

sion of the city at night —

an impression which stresses

the evil elements, related to the poet only in so far as he
> recognizes them for what they are and tries to avoid them*
Uh Voyage a Cythere
Another poem which can aid in this discussion of the
internal morality of Les Fleurs du Mai is found in the third
major section of the work entitled, also "Les Fleurs du Male"
This poem, Un Voyage a Cythere * (CXVI ), is a very complex
one and is considered by man critics to be one of Baude
laire 0s fineste

The poem concerns an imaginary voyage taken
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"by the poet to the island of Cythera —
of love and fulfilled dreams0

a legendary island

But on this imaginary voyage,

the poet finds the island to be completely opposite from
that of the legend.

He finds that instead of good things,

the island has only the corpse of a man hung
committed sexual crimes and sins.

for having

The poem is masterfully

composed and presents throughout contrasts between the
Cythera of the legends and dreams and the Cythera which the
poet finds on his journey.

The theme of good and evil

plays an important role in this poem, for Baudelaire is
presenting again the idea that man is naturally evil

and

that he is destroyed by sin,
Mon coeur, comme un oiseau, voltigeait tout joyeux
Et planait librement a 1 8entour:.des cordages?
Le navire roulait sous un d e l sans nuages,
Comme un ange enivre d 8un soleil radieux.
Quelle est cette lie triste et noire? — C°est Cythere,
Nous dit-on, un pays fameux dans les chansons,
Eldorado banal de tous les vieux gargons,
Regardez, apres tout, c°est une pauvre terre„
The first verse paints a happy scene, describing
the poet8s heart on its journeye

The use of the words,

8joyeux,8 8librement,8 8un d e l sans nuages,8 8un soleil
radieux8 all contribute to making the reader feel as if
nothing could destroy this happy tone.

But as is typical

of Baudelaire, the very next line does destroy it.

The

voyager has .sighted land and asks: 8Quelle est cette lie
triste et noire?8

The adjective 9triste8 is in direct

contrast to the description of the poet8s heart as 8tout
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’joyemc0 in the first verse9 and ''noire,« in direct contrast
to 9soleil radieuXo9

A voice answers the question about

the island, identifying it as Cythera, the legendary island,
and calls it an 9Eldorado banal»9

The use of this expres

sion is explained by Turnells
The word banal had special associations for the
generation of Baudelaire0 It stood for that sense
of staleness and drabness which seemed to belong
peculiarly to the bourgeois utilitarian age, Cythera
with its elegantly licentious frolics in the bushes
is transformed into the brothel with its inelegant
9fun and games9 among the red plush which haunted
the imagination of the nineteenth century as Wat
teau9s island had haunted the imagination of the
eighteenth centurye
The last line of this verse hints at what is to come later
on in the poem when the poet calls Cythera 9une pauvre
terrCo9

There is a contrast again evident here since the

word Eldorado used in the verse has connotations of richness
and luxury and yet the island is called 9pauvre»9

In these

first two verses, then, we have seen a conflict arise as
to the true nature of this island«
A

— lie des doux secrets et des fetes _du coeurS
De I 9antique Venus ie superbe fantdme
Au-dessus de tes mers plane,oomme un arome,
Et charge les esprits d 9amour et.de langueur0
Belle^lle aux myrtes vertes, pleine de fleurs ecloses,
Veneree a jamais par toute nation,
; Ou les soupirs des coeurs en adoration
Roulent comme I 9encens sur un jardin de roses
Ou le roucoulement etemel d 9un ramier6

• ^Tumell,

Baudelaire. . p@ 213o
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In these next two verses, a voice describes the
island of Cythera as the reader knows it, ioe09 as the is
land of Venus, a beautiful island revered and adored by all
men„

These two verses restore the reader®s balance for he

recognizes the Cythera he knows0

But in the fifth verse,

the tone suddenly changes and Baudelaire succeeds in shock
ing the reader again0
'— Cythere n®etait plus qu®un terrain des plus maigres,
Un desert rocailleux trouble par des oris aigres0
J®entrevoyais pourtant un objet- slngulier!
The poet is speaking here, destroying in just two
lines of poetry the image presented in both the third and
fourth verseso

Again we find the element of contrast.play

ing an important role*

®Un terrain des plus maigres® and

®un desert rocailleux® destroy the image of a "Belle lie
aux

myrtes verts, pleine de fleurs ecloses® of the previous

verse, and the sound of the ®crls aigres® pierces through
the 9roucoulement eternel d®un ramier0®
.

.

The second part of this poem is introduced by the

last line of this verse.in which the poet: glimpses ®un
objet slngulier® on the islands

In the next verse,

he

heightens the anticipation of the reader as to the identity
of the object by saying what the ®objet slngulier® is not0
Finally In the seventh verse, after a delay of six lines,
the poet reveals that upon coming closer to the island, he
can identify the object as a gallows0

The reader is totally

unprepared for this discovery and the shock is greata

Up to
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this point in the.poem, there has been a constant shifting
back and forth from the Cythera of legend, the island of
love,and lei sure, of flowers and plants, of soft cooing of
pigeons to the Cythera of the poet8s imaginary voyage, the
island of sadness and darkness, of pebbly desert, of sharp
crieso

This shifting ceases with the beginning of the des

cription of the gallows which the poet sees upon arriving
on the shores of the islando
De feroces oiseaux perches sur lemr pature
Detruisaient avec rage un pendu deja m&r,
Chacun plantant, comme un outil, son bee impur
Dans tous les coins saignants de cette pourriture;
Les yeux etaient deux trous, et du ventre eff-ondre
Les intestine pesants lui coulaient sur les cuisses,
Et ses bourreaux, gorges de hideuses delices,
L'avaient a coups de bee absolument chatre0
Sous les pieds, un troupeau de jaloux quadrupedes,
Le museau releve, tournoyait et rodait 5
Une plus grande bete au milieu s8agitait
Comme un executeur entoure de ses aides0
In vivid terms, Baudelaire describes the destruction
of this rotting human corpse hanging from the gallows0

Each

verse is more horrible in Its description than the preceding
one6

Fierce birds of prey pick away at the disintegrating

body? insects wander all over it? and a large unidentified
animal does his share in the destruction*

These animals

are described in terms of being the executioners of this
body, already executed once by hanging*

The little details

of this scene are brought out forcibly by Baudelaire, and
the reader is lead to imagine the horror of this scene in
all its vividnesse

Baudelaire says the birds of prey are
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’gorges de hideuses delioes® in performing their task; the
insects are termed ’jaloux’ each fighting with the other to
devour the flesh faster0
from this description

There is no break for the reader

of Cythera as truly an ’lie triste et

noireo9

•

Habitant de Cythere„ enfant d°un ciel si beau,
Silencieusement tu souffrais ces insultes
En expiation de tes infames cultes
Et des peches qui f o n t interdit le tombeau0
Ridicule pendu, tes douleurs sont les miennes 5
Je sentis, a 1°aspect de tes membres flottants,
Gomme im vomissement, remonter vers mes dents
Le long fleuve de fiel des douleurs anciennes;
Levant toi9 pauvre diable au souvenir si cher,
J ’ai senti tous les bees et toutes les machoires
Des corbeaux laneinants et des pantheres nqires
Qui jadis aimaient tant a triturer ma chair0
The poet speaks in these three verses to the corpse
of the hanged man, and he reveals the true nature of this
scene which is unfolding in his imaginations . Cythera takes
on its real significance —

as a place of expiation for sins*

Baudelaire identifies himself with the 9pendu9 (9»«0otes
douleurs dont les miennes59) and recalls his own misfortunes
— ■ Le d e l etait charmant, la mer etait uniej
Pour moi tout etait noir et sanglant desormais,
Helas8 et j’avals, comme en un suaire epais,
Le coeur enseveli dans cette allegories
Dans ton lie, 6 Venus3 ^e n ’ai trouve debout
Qu’un gibet symbolique ou pendait mon image»0o=
— AhI Seigneuri donnez-mol la force et le courage
De contempler mon coeur et mon corps sans degofrb 8
In the first line of these last two verses,
Baudelaire returns to contrasting elements 0

Around him •

'

-
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ffLe ciel etait charmant 9 la mei4 etalt unle98 making the
reader think that perhaps the poet was at last finding some
peace on the island of Gythera0

But just as suddenly as

this sense of calm is introduced* it disappears in the very
next line —

9Pour moi tout etait noir et sanglant desor-

maiSo9
The meaning of the whole poem becomes clearer in
these two verses as Baudelaire indicates that the imaginary
voyage taken by his heart is an allegory, and the gallows
is a symbolic element where his own image is hanging0

The

final two lines of the poem are an appeal to God to let the
poet contemplate his own image without disgust0
Baudelaire has thus described his 9voyage a Cythere*9
using many poetic devices and techniques which serve to
heighten the dramatic effect of the ideas which he is pre
senting 6

Above all* the use of continued contrasts between

the Cythera of legends and the Gythera he was seeing before
him served to give this poem dramatic form0

Baudelaire was

constantly aware of the reader9s conceptions of this island*
and he used this knowledge to awaken and shock the reader0
That man is naturally evil is one of the key ideas
expressed in this poem0

The imaginary voyage is in reality

the poet9s searching within himself0

He starts out in a

confident and happy tone* perhaps reflecting his own so
ciety9s view that man is naturally good0

Perhaps he feels

that in contemplating his heart and body that he would find
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good In them just as men searching for the legendary Cythera
felt they would find love and happiness there0The happy, confident tone of the poem is then forced
to change since Baudelaire accepted the fact that man is
naturally evil, and thus, upon searching within himself, he
finds the evil, not the good0

This is reflected in the

Cythera which he describes in the poem„
The corpse serves to symbolize the idea that man is
destroyed by the evil and the sins he commits0

The insects

and birds are his executioners and can represent the workings
of justice*

The last two lines seem to be an appeal by Bau

delaire to attain an ideal, to reach the good, instead of
feeling only disgust for the evil which he sees inside him
self *

Baudelaire does not attribute the responsibility for

this evil to anyones he is just appealing to God to help him
escape from it*
As so often is true in Baudelaire°s poetry, we can
say that in spite of the horrible details in,which the poet
describes the island of Cythera and especially the corpse
being destroyed by birds and insects while it is hanging
from a gallows, this poem, Un Voyage a Cvthere is nonethe
less beautiful in its dramatic form and in the ideas which
are expressed*

It must have been quite shocking for

Baudelaire’s generation to read about the island of Cythera
as Baudelaire describes it —

so different from the Cythera

of Watteau’s painting and of people’s dreams*

Perhaps the
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shook of this poem was such that the real meaning of it was
not understood or appreciated by the readers of Baudelaire6s
own timeso

The poem is a moral one in which the poet de

clares himself strongly in favor of Good, while recognizing
and condemning the Evil which is in himself and in man.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Today, the literary value of Les Fleurs du Mai is
not questioned*

Modern readers and critics have come to

recognize the poetic genius of Baudelaire and have been
able to understand, for the most part, that the ideas about
good and evil which he expresses in his poetry are essen
tially moral ones*

This was not true, as we have seen, of

the society of Baudelaire®s day*

The majority of readers

and literary critics in that society called the work im
moral and evil, and even the government censors condemned
it for 58offense a la morale publique 0”
The purpose of this thesis has been to analyze in
detail six of the poems in Les Fleurs du Mai which present
Baudelaire®s moral ideas*

Before analyzing the poetry,

however, it seemed necessary to examine,the moral climate
of the times during which Les Fleurs du Mai was written in
order to understand some reasons why the work was condemned
by Baudelaire ®s contemporaries*
In Chapter I, the problem of this thesis was
presented*

It was to examine two moralities —

one, the

external morality or the moral climate of the French society
during the reign of Louis Philippe and the Second Empire of
Napoleon III, and two, the internal morality or the ideas

6?
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about good and evil in six poems in Les Fleurs du Mai which
seemed to be representative of the work as a whole0

By such

an examination, it would be possible to see that there are
differences which exist between the external morality and
the internal morality; these differences were the causes,
to some extent, of the misunderstanding and the misinter
pretation of Baudelaire and Les Fleurs du Mai by the major-•
ity of his contemporary readers and critics,,
Chapter 11 was then a discussion of the external
moralityo

It was noted in this chapter that there was a

changing moral climate during the two political periods
during which Baudelaire lived and wrote,,

This change was

due, in large part, to the economics of these periods0

An

industrial society was being created which produced new
wealth for the middle class0

This class,,the bourgeoisie,

began to lead the whole French society, and it was succeed
ing in causing a decline in morality or moral values by its
insistence on material goods and wealth and by its lack of
concern for the misery of the working class people0
Scientists and philosophers played a role in the
changing moral climate0

They Introduced a new view of man

and human nature which they called positlvism0

This doctrine

said in part that man is naturally good, and as we noted,
in accepting this view, many in the society became uncon
cerned with their own selfish actions and deeds0
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The governments during these political periods only
increased the decline in morality since they failed in many
instances to provide the people with adequate controls and
caused many to he dissatisfied with their societyo

Some

authors speak of the feeling of ennui? a new mal du slecle
which pervaded the society of this time as the result of
1
this widespread dissatisfaction^ .
Men of letters and art went so far as to try to
eliminate morality altogether from their creations <, The
doctrine of I 9art •pour I 9art was their expression of con
tempt for their own society<, Another aspect of this society,
censorship, which was most Important during the Second Em
pire, failed in its attempt to legislate the.morality of
the society hy prosecuting articles in the press and works
of literatureo
From the discussion of these various complex aspects
of the society during the Orleans monarchy and the Second
Empire —

ioe09 the structure of society, economics, gov

ernment, science, literature and art, and censorship —

it

was possible to understand some of the factors contributing
to the moral climate of the periodo

The view produced by

this examination of the external morality was that of a ma
terialistic society, led by a social class which was not
very moral; the working class people were dissatisfied with
:

Norman Barlow,

NoGe.f 1964), p., 45 o
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their lot and the intellectuals rebelled against the socalled 9bourgeois moralityo9

The view was also that of a

prudish censorship which was not very effective in its pro
secutions of literary works,and it was that of governments
which aided the bourgeoisie gain new wealth but which did
little to alleviate the misery and suffering of the lower
classeso
The remainder of Chapter II concerned itself with
the publication of Les Fleurs du Mai? the trial of Baude
laire on moral grounds, and a survey of some representative
critical appraisals of the works

In this section, it was

possible to see that the censorship during the Second Empire
was failing in its attempt to legislate morality0

It pro

secuted Les Fleurs d u 'Mai for being immoral, yet it let
many obscene works written during that period go unnoticed,,
Baudelaire had no immoral purpose In writing-Les Fleurs du
Mai, yet it was his work which was condemned and not many
of the works written ..for just that purpose»
The internal morality of Les Fleurs du Mai was
presented in Chapter III by the analysis of six poems se
lected from the worko

These were analyzed in the order

they were placed in the book.

Each poem expresses in some

way an aspect of Baudelaire9s ideas of good and evil.

The

poems were analyzed only in terms of what was stated in them,
not in terms of any biographical elements which may have been
present0
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Ab Ii££fesI3X, the first poem in Les Fleurs du Mai, was
the first analyzed in Chapter III0

It served to introduce

two very important moral themes which reappear time and
again throughout the whole work*

The first theme is that

Satan controls man0s actions as if man were a puppet on a
string, and he is responsible for the evil in the world and
in man6

The second theme deals with the nature of ennui,

which Baudelaire calls the worst of all sins in man0

These

ideas are moral ones, but they certainly must have been
somewhat shocking for Baudelaire8s own society, especially
since Baudelaire used many images of evil to express them0
The first theme is in direct contrast to one aspect of the
moral climate which was discussed in the second chapter —
ioe0, the feeling that man is naturally good*

And the se

cond idea concerning ennui must also have startled this
generation since it was still engulfed by a mal du Sleolen
Baudelaire was speaking in this poem directly to his own
society, trying to warn it about evilo
The S-pleen poem which begins 0Quand le d e l bas et
lourdoooo® was analyzed next.

In it, Baudelaire examines

the internal mood of anguish which is engulfing him.

He ex

periences a feeling of ennui from which he cannot escape,
and he attempts to find the causes of this anguish, this
ennui„

These feelings are caused by the external world, and

there is no hope against these evilss

Baudelaire had already

stated in Au Lecteur that ennui is the worst of all sins^
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and in Spleen, the reader understands that the poet himself
is very guilty of this sin0 As wa:s true of the Au Leoteur
poem, it can he said that the ideas expressed in Spleen
concern evil and sin hut there is nothing immoral about them*
Bather they show that Baudelaire was very aware of evils and
sins and tried hard to fight against them0
The poems, L 9Heautontimoroumenos and L 8Irremediable?
present Baudelaire”s ideas on two different aspects of the
same subject —

that man is naturally inclined to do evil

and upon recognizing this, he becomes hopelessly trapped.
In the first poem, L ”Heautontimoroumenos. the poet Is forced
by the evil within himself to become his own torturer, his
own executionero

He is caught in the recognition of his

own evil, and he cannot escape from it.

In the other poem,

L ”Irremediable„ Baudelaire emphasizes the second aspect of
this subject —

that man is trapped by evil.

The poet sear

ches within himself, and what he finds is presented in a
series of images of people and things trapped in hell by the
devile

T h e .ideas in these two poems are repetitions of one

of the important moral themes in Au Leoteur.

And although,

in.these two poems, Baudelaire uses many images of evil such
as the poet beating a woman and an unfortunate trying to
escape from a place full of reptiles, in reality the main
ideas are moral ones.

These poems again are attempts to

awaken Baudelaire”s society to its own evil0
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The first four poems analyzed, thus, presented
basically the same moral themes0

All dealt with the poet

(who represents man in general) and his relationship to
evilo

He searches within himself and finds that it is the

devil which.controls him0

He is trapped in evil and his

consciousness of it brings on an internal mood of anguish
and a feeling of ennui„
In the fifth poem analyzed in Chapter III, Le
CrOpuscule du Soir, the evils discussed and analyzed by
Baudelaire are external evils, found in the city at night
fall 0

The night serves as a protective cover for prosti

tutes, cheats, thieves, etc*

Baudelaire stresses the evil

aspects of nightfall but still maintains a moral position
in this poem0

He warns his soul against all of these ex

ternal evil elements which are present in the city, and he
warns his society against them alsoe
Un Voyage a Cythere was the final .poem examined in
this chaptero

Its theme is a familiar one —

it is man's

natural submission to evil and his destruction by sin0

The

poem is the description of an imaginary voyage to Cythera,
an island of beauty and love, which turns out to be an is
land of ugliness and deathe
man being devoured by sin*

The hanging corpse represents
The poet realizes he is seeing

himself in that corpse and appeals to God for help to es
cape from his own evil,.
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The analysis of these six poems has tried to show*
then, that there is indeed an internal morality in Les
Fleurs du Hal0

Baudelaire expresses ideas of good and evil

all throughout his work* and it can be said that those ideas
are essentially moral ones*

His use of Images of evil such

as Satan, hell, a hanging corpse, prostitutes and thieves,
a self-executioner, etc,, were necessary, for he was record
ing in his poetry his own society0

He tried to shock it

into recognizing itself and the evils which it contained,
John Middleton Murry, in an article entitled nBaudelaire,"
sums tip what this thesis has tried to says

"Baudelaire is

the poet of an historical decadence; he is not in any useful
2
sense of the word, a decadent poet,"
The fact remains that Baudelaire was called immoral
and evil by many readers and critics in his society.

We.

have examined the external morality of this society, and we
have analyzed the internal morality of the poetry itself.
In comparing these two moralities, perhaps it can be seen
why Baudelaire was misunderstood and misjudged.
In the first place, his poetry may not have been
understood because of the great number of images of evil
which he used.

Poets for the most part, before Baudelaire,

had tried to use beautiful images, Images of nature, of
love, etc, to express lofty sentiments.

Although Bauedlaire

2
John Middleton Murry, "Baudelaire," Baudelaire,.
ed, by Henri Peyre (Englewood Cliffs, N,Je, 1962), p, 95,
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was certainly not the first, his use of evil images may have
shocked his readers enough so that many did not even bother
to delve beyond them to the real significance of his ideas,
and thus judged his poetry immoral on the images alone.
Another cause of this mlsunderstanding may have been
Baudelaire0s insistence on man0s natural submission to sin
and evil.

As we pointed out before, this society during

the Orleans monarchy and the Second Empire was led to believe
that man is naturally good, and in his work, Baudelaire was
saying just the oppositee

He tried In his poetry to show

that this was a mistaken conception.

He said himselfs

'*a.ooil est plus difficile d°aimer Dleu que de croire en
luio

Au oontraire, 11 est plus difficile pour les gens de

ce siecle de croire au diable que de 1°aimer0

Tout le monde

le sent et personne n°y crolt,
A final cause perhaps was Baudelaire0s feeling that
ennui is the worst of all sins in man.

Even though the

romantic period was coming to a close, the feeling of mal
du siecle, the feeling of boredom and disgust with life,
still had a hold on Baudelaire°s generation.

His criticism

of this feeling in his poems must have been very shocking
and irritating to his society and perhaps was another cause
of its misjudgment of him.
3
Baudelaire, Les Fleurs du Mal, p 0 211,
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The messages in Les Fleurs du Mai were written to
Baudelaire0s own society9 yet by his profound insight into
the nature of man and evil9 his poetry is still as modern
and as meaningful to us today as it was to his generation0
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